
For real mobile hunting!



Mobile hunting 
at a glance

Gas spring

Ergonomic 
sitting position 
for long periods

FLEXIBLE LOCATION AND EASY ASSEMBLY

At 380 Kg the mobile hunting hide is one of the ligh-
test sleeping hides on the market.

And the hide cannot only be towed by 
light all-terrain vehicles (quad), it can 
be assembled by one person on site in 
approximately 3 minutes. The optional 
gas springs make swinging into positi-
on by hand even fasterr.

Equipped with lateral storm lines, a 
front supporting wheel and a ladder 
the hide is secured against tipping 
even in high winds. The four 
crank-handle actuated supports 
enable levelling on sites with 
slopes and uneven ground. 

COMFORABLE HUNTING 

The ergonomic back rests are provided 
with a headrest feature and the 
fleece-covered bench in the hide 
can be infinitely adjusted in the 
resting and lookout positions. 
And the Lava and Puch editions are 
equipped with a handle that allows 
legroom and reclining boards of 1.95 x 
0.80 to be created.
The position for sitting for long 
periods with legs stretched-out 
is sought after and treasured 
by every hunter.

An adjustable elbow rest and a 
220°unobstructed field of fire 
perfected by an ergonomic rifle shelf 
ensure impeccable comfort when 
hunting. 

The camouflage and anti-mosquito 
curtain equipped with a lead band weight gives perfect 
concealment 
from the game.

And for when it gets cold we offer 
a 12 V Teflon hide heater or 
a heavy-duty tee candle heater.

THOUGHTFUL ENGINEERING 

The olive green hunting hide is made 
from weather-resistant, maintenance free, fungi and 
mould proof 35 mm thick GFRP sandwich board and 
thermally insulated. The hide is therefore fully equipped 
to cope with the worst weather conditions that winter 
and autumn can throw at it. The 4 mm Plexiglas windows 
with water-resistant runners can be opened without 
a sound.

The powder coated, rigid metal frame 
is designed without joints and ensures 
a silent, non-creaking and stable 
structure.

Camouflage and 
mosquito 

protection curtains

Assembly and set-
ting-up even easier.

Joint free steel 
construction

Legroom and 
reclining boa ?



Rear light

PUCH EDITION SUITABLE FOR DRIVE HUNTS

The new Puch edition also enables drive hunts, 
roebuck hunts and bird hunts using a mobile 
hunting hide. Finished off with shelves for rifles, 
ammunition and binoculars the removable roof 
forms a balanced overall concept for hunting with 
the Puch hide.

With the Mobijagd you purchase approved 
safety and quality from TÜV Süd and 
KWF - Kuratorium für Waldarbeit 
und Forsttechnik e.V.

With a TÜV approved speed of 80 km/h 
on public roads (as from the Lava Edition) 
our MobiJagd can be safely transported on Ger-
man roads. With this assessment the hunting hide 
can still be approved for transport on public roads 
after a period of 10 or more years. A lamp board 
with tail lights, tail fog lights 
and a cable loom with a 13 pole 
plug endorse the approval for 
public roads.

TRANSPORTING KILLED GAME

The rear carrier box that we have developed can 
be affixed to the hide transport frame. This rear 
carrier box can be used to transport butchered 
game easily and cleanly. There is sufficient capa-
city for two bore each of 60 kg. The box is made 
form 4 mm smooth glass fibre plastic and can be 
disinfected. The cover is also removable and locka-
ble. This box can also be carried on our optional 
quick-connection rear carrier or on the 
vehicle in a large rear 
luggage carrier with the 
dimensions 1000 x 600 mm. 

Ammunition and rifle shelf

PUCH EDITION

Cabrio top 

Rear carrier with the 
rear carried box

?



•	Gas spring dampers for quick 
 manual positioning

•	Rear carrier box, smooth surfaces inside 
 and out, with lockable and removable cover

•	EU lighting set

•	12 V Teflon hide heater, 
 2 flexible heated carpets (excluding battery)

•	Heavy-duty tea light heater for 
 up to 9 tea lights

•	Car rear carrier for the rear carrier 
 box including quick coupling

Optional extras 
for all models

Gas spring dampers

Heavy-duty tea light 
heater 

1.20 m x 1.20 m , Height =1.9 m

additionally 80 x 80 cm (2 m long)

2.90 m

2.18 m

1.89 m

2.58 m

3.90 m to 4.64 m - Cabrio-chest 
height 4.64 m

1 m

3 m to 3.60 m 

Standard hide 
380 kg total weight 

750 kg (max. 2 people)

RAL 6003 olive green matt paint

Interior

Legroom and reclining boards 

Length with drawbar

Length without drawbar

Width over the fenders 

Height ready for transport

Height when setup

Chest height

Rifle shelf

Weight

Permissible total weight

Colour RAL

TECHNICAL DATA



The Udo Röck Mobijagd  
model range

•	 Drive hunts, roebuck 
 hunts and bird 
 hunting

Puch-Edition 

Lava-Edition 

Standard equipment

Mobijagd

•	 Hide housing made from 35 mm fully-insulated  
 sandwich material

•	 Joint free, non-creaking, powder coated 
 steel construction

•	 High-quality crank-handle supports   
 made in Germany

•	 High-quality axles and drawbar; 
 galvanised and made in Germany

•	 Back rest with head rest function 
 and mattress

•	 Camouflage and anti-mosquito 
 curtain, lead band weighted

•	 Fleece-covered, movable bench

•	 Adjustable, fleece-covered elbow rest

•	 220° unobstructed corner field of fire

•	 4 mm Plexiglas windows with low-noise and 
 waterproof runners

•	 All three sides can be individually 
 folded up

•	 Convenient lock on the hide door

•	 Lock set for the ladder, securing rod 
 and box lock for the drawbar

•	 High-quality aluminium ladder

•	 Attachable branded winch with 
 automatic brake (Alko)

•	 Grating with railing for a safe access

•	 Gambrel at the access step

•	 4 crank-handle supports for height

 adjustment and levelling on uneveground

•	 Crank-handle support wheel for easy manoeuvring

•	 Two additional storm lines with ground anchors

•	 Room for two people

4 crank-handle supports 
for height adjustment 

and levelling on uneven 
ground

Box lock for the 
drawbar

Standard equipment
This comes with: 

•	 Folding legroom board, sleeping  
 board and side floor windows 
•	 Sleeping hide 
•	 TÜV-approval including lighting

?
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•	Folding legroom board, 
 sleeping board and side floor 
 windows Sleeping hide

•	TÜV-approval including lighting 

Lava Edition

Puch-Edition

•	Removable cabrio top for use as a 
 drive hunting, roebuck hunting 
 and bird hunting stand
•	Reinforced side walls, roof and 
 climbing areas
•	Shelves on roof for rifle, cartridges 
 and optics

Details of 
the model range

Our Sales department!

Marc Lenzlinger
JagdundHund Jagdeinrichtungen.ch                             
Baltenswilerstrasse 12                             
CH-8303 Bassersdorf                                 
SWITZERLAND
0041 (0) 79 601 04 14                                  
0033 (0) 671 40 15 93
marc.lenzlinger@bluewin.ch
www.jagdeinrichtungen.ch

MH4x4 & PUCH
Service Technologies GmbH & Co OG
Frank-Stronach-Straße 3, 
8200 Albersdorf, 
AUSTRIA
Phone: +43 3112 9000 3309
Fax: +43 3112 9000 2240
Mobile: +43 664 883 75 883
E-mail: Gernot.Tonauer@s-tec.at
Website: www.s-tec.at    

EUROPEAN 
COMMERCE & CONSULTING SAS
16 rue de la sablière
F - 67370 Stutzheim - Offenheim
FRANCE
Siret : 813 162 286 00013
N°CEE : FR17 813 162 286
+33(0) 6 58 85 91 72
johannes.klein@europeancc.eu
www.europeancc.eu

Direct infor-
mation from 
its inventor: Udo Röck



 … and the deer got away.
… not with Mobijagd! 

Drive hunting, roebuck hunting 
and bird hunting stand

The removable roof is 
our new development 
to enable the hunting 
hide to be used as a 
drive and bird hunting 
stand.

Removable cabrio top Ammunition and rifle shelfCabrio top interior 
hatch

To do so simply turn the 
bench and the elbow 
rests over and stand on 
the anti-slip surfaces. The 
top surface of the roof is 
at a maximum height of 
4.50 m.
When standing, eye 
level is approximately 5 
m above ground level. 
This is sufficient to give a 
good range of vision into 
a corn field.

The opening roof for 
drive and bird hunting



 Sound insulation   
And CoMfoRT  
only with the genuine Mobijagd!

 Comfort and ergonomics  
   when sitting for long periods 

Sliding bench 
and elbow rests 

The 1 cm thick fleece covering provides sound insulation, 
impact insulation and additional thermal insulation. If you 
clear your throat, should the rifle strap strike the hide wall 
or other sounds occur, very little penetrates through to 
the outside. 

Caravan-quality 
door

Window 
quality 

Adjustable seat 
position

The ergonomic seating 
position 

The back rest with 
headrest feature 

and mattress!

The 1 cm thick fleece 
feature in the 

interior of the hide!

Stand up straight and you are 
already in the perfect shooting 

position



If a noise is heard whilst resting you can observe the 
hunting ground whilst lying down and decide whether it is 
worth getting up. Our customers have also reported that 
their dog has a perfect field of vision too and can help 
keeping watch on the hunting ground.

 You have 
an overview

If it takes    
 longer …
Waidmanns Ruh!

Backrest with 
headrest feature

Lying with the 
legroom board

Stalking in the 
prone position 

View from the side 
floor window

The legroom folding board:
This is primarily to enable the legs to be fully stretched 
out. Every hunter treasures this feature particularly when 
sitting for a long time. 
The sleeping hide! 
The interior length of approximately 2 m enables the hide 
to be used for a comfortable rest or an overnight stay.

The foldable legroom 
and sleeping board!

Genuine quiet   
comfort for your 
back and head… 

Mobile hunting in 
the woods and on 
sloping ground…



4 mm Plexiglas windows 
with silent and water-resis-
tant runners

Which makes for   
 a successful hunter ...

Unobstructed corner field of fire

 Well camouflaged 
is half-way to a kill!

The unobstructed window!

Our special wall construction 
enables us to execute the win-
dow as an unobstructed design. 
The tracking of the rifle without 
obstruction is extremely helpful 
when hunting. The use of special 
runners enables the windows to 
be opened silently. In the winter 
the windows can be left open. 
When you wish to take up the 
firing position simply lift the 
window a little and feed the rifle 
through the bottom. This means 
that the unobstructed corner field 
of fire is put to use and there is no 
loss of heat.

Panoramic view through the unobstructed corner field of fire. 
The curtains are printed 
with a special pattern that 
prevents game from seeing 
you when you‘re looking 
through. This also serves 
as anti-mosquito protec-
tion. A lead band is sewn 
into the bottom edge. The 
rifle can be silently swung 
under the curtain.

The camouflage and 
anti-mosquito curtain!



The fully insulated 
sandwich construction of the 

outer walls, roof and floor!

   When its freezing …
This is new:

Thermally insulated interior 

Caravan-quality seals

External impact resistant, stable-
weathering GFRP, in between 
foam or Styrofoam panels for 
insulation and interior planking. 
A special protective, weathering 
resistant fleece is bonded to 
this construction. The glass fibre 
plastic is maintenance free. The 
wall construction results in full 
thermal insulation similar to that 
of a caravan. This enables comfor-
table hunting even in the coldest 
regions and at the coldest times of 
year. This hide exterior is also very 
lightweight.

Anti-theft protection on 
the drawbar, securing rod, 
ladder and doors

Caravan-quality door

Convenient lock, can be secured 
form the inside or the outside



•		Driven	by	a	car	battery	(supplied	by	the		 	
 customer) in the boot
•	This	12	V	Teflon	heating	plate	heater	will		
 provide warmth for 3 to 20 hours

12 V Teflon foot 
and seat heating plates 

Foot heating 

Legroom

Elbow rest

Backrest

Seat heating panel

Warming fire produced 
from hand-picked, natural 
production. 
From Michelberger – available 
from us!

Armed for all eventualities,
at any time!

Heavy-duty     
   tea light heater



Armed for all eventualities, 
   …at any time!

The lowest  
total weight of 
      max. 380 kg!

The low total weight of our Mobijagd means that 
you can push this hide into the best position on your 
own. This means that you can hunt many favoura-
ble positions by yourself. It is also possible to tow 
the Mobijagd with a 500 cc quad, a Suzuki Jimny 
(towing weight 350 kg) or other such lightweight 
all-terrain vehicles. Our mobile hunting hide is even 
used on golf courses because it does not leave deep 
furrows in the grass.

a second car …
  – the Buggy Quadix

We have developed a hard top for the 
Quadix-Buggy that converts it to a real se-
cond car. The two wing doors can be pushed 
backwards to three positions or can be com-
pletely removed. The boot can be locked. The 
Quadix Buggy is perfectly suitable for use on 
difficult terrain, recreational use and on the 
road. We ourselves use it for woodland, town 
and short journeys as well as a recreational / 
holiday vehicle on our camper van trailer. We 
also offer the Buggy Hardtop and the camper 
van / motorcycle trailer.

Info Tel.: 0157 73 527 914

The south of France

Croatia



gas-pressure shock absorbers

Assembly: 
     So easy with the option of There are already 31 female hunters using our Mobijagd 

(…pride…smiles)
This process only takes 2 minutes!

Safe climbing with 
railing and ladder

Stable grating for safe 
standing position

220° unobstructed 
corner field of fire

Extendible legroom 
and sleeping board 

Pull drive safety bar Manually lift up the 
hide

… very light… Crank-handle supports 
sink and compensate 
for slopes

fast and simple … Drive safety bar Remove the ladder 
from its driving posi-
tion

Insert and attach the 
ladder



The lockable rear carrier 
box for the Mobijagd and car!

Extras
  well thought!

Game tub with a 260 kg wild boar and car carrier  
The game tub can also be used as 
a boot/luggage compartment.

Our customers also use 
this box as an additional 
luggage compartment for 
their car to transport items 
such as chain saws or other 
goods and materials that 
need to be locked away. 
The car is kept clean and 
undamaged. 

Hereby you can transport 2 wild boar 
each weighing 60 kg or 4 deer in terms 
of meat hygiene on the back of your car. 
It also allows you to safely stow hunting 
accessories on our MobiJagd.

Our lockable carrier box was developed 
in-house as a game and rear carrier box. It 
is designed as a 4 mm smooth on both sides 
construction. This means that no condensa-
tion or dirt can penetrate into the material. 
This box can be cleaned and disinfected with 
a high-pressure cleaner. The lockable cover 
can be held open using the click runner.

In addition there is a matching rear carrier available for 
purchase. The rear carrier box can also be fitted into 
larger rear carriers in the format 600 x 1000 mm.

The transport grate can 
be partially or complete-
ly swung upwards Practical extension for 

the quick coupling and 
the screw coupling

Our rear carrier box and our lightweight rear tub fit 
into the car rear carrier. 

Rear carrier box

Car rear carrier Lightweight rear tub 



The gambrel 
at the access step!

   Here you can    
have a real stroke of luck…

Grating with railing 
for a safe access

Safety for  
   the hunter and the prey 

Game hanging hooksWinch

Ladder handrail

Two steel eyes are welded at the 
access from which meat hooks can 
be hung. Using the winch lift up the 
wild boar and hang the meat hooks 
into the metal eyes. Now your wild 
boar is at the perfect height for 
butchering.



Die seitlichen Sturmstre-

The lateral 
storm lines!

Secure structure    
    and really 

creak-free!

For strong winds or when 
remaining stationary for a 
longer period we recommend 
that both lateral storm lines 
are attached! These are made 
of galvanised steel with a 
rotating articulated foot. This 
means that the hide is fully 
free from creaking and secured 
against tipping when it is 
being pushed or pulled even in 
strong winds. This function is 
performed at the front by the 
support wheel on the drawbar 
and at the rear by the ladder.

4 Crank handle supports 
to adjust the height and 
level on sloping ground

lateral storm lines
80 cm gradient compensable on 
1.90 m track width

Ground anchor



The only mobile hunting hide in 

the world holding this certificate 

for tested safety.

Success-
fully passed 

the KWF test!

Our mobile hunting hide has been tested by the Kura-
torium für Waldarbeit und Forsttechnik e.V. We met the 
most stringent demands on load bearing, wind pressure, 
terrain and support slipping resistance on terrain up to 
UVV Jagd (VSG 4.4) etc. Test number 6676.

 TÜV and KWF tested 
for greater safety

The TÜV approval for use on public roads enables our 
MobiJagd to navigate tracks, roads and motorways. 
Because our mobile hunting hide can be erected in the 
shortest time by one person (2 minutes with practice) wi-
thout tools, many of our customers use it as a permanent 
placement. Now it is of no consequence that you navigate 
or cross public roads. Set up at hunts and drive hunts in 
guests hunting grounds etc.! With this assessment the 
hunting hide can still be approved for transport on public 
roads after a period of 10 or more years. Special approval 
conditions sometimes apply in other European countries 
and this must be checked individually.

Approval for use on public roads!



Für interessierte Kunden vermittelt 
S-TEC gerne gebrauchte Geländefahrzeuge 
der Marken STEYR/PUCH/MERCEDES sowie 
deren Originalersatzteile und -kits für den 
reibungslosen Einsatz in Freizeit, Wald und Flur.
Von mit Orignalersatzteilen grundgewarteten 
Fahrzeugen bis hin zur individuellen Highend-
Restauration (beginnend ab einem neuen 
Rahmenaufbau). 
Hier ist alles möglich.

www.s-tec.at, www.puch.at

Details für Highend-Restauration eines PUCH G Großer Fuhrpark an Gebrauchtfahrzeugen Pinzgauer | Hafl inger | PUCH G

Service, Restauration und Originalersatzteil-Lager

Highend-Restauration PUCH G im Einsatz mit der „Mobilen Jagdkanzel“

Mehr Erfolg und Spaß 
bei der Mobiljagd 
mit Geländewagen 
von PUCH



Customers
comments...

Provincia Autonoma di Trento - Servicio Foreste e Fauna, 
Trento - Alberto Stoffella 
(bear keepers). The bear keepers 
of Italy have now received a 
mobile hunting hide and 
are extremely pleased.

Michael B. - 08297 Zwönitz 
- Your hide has exceeded my expectations 
in terms of material properties, operation, 
sleeping conditions and with the unobst-
ructed corner field of fire. I can manoeuvre 
this hide exceptionally well in my hunting 
ground with my UTV!

Karin R. - 72760 Reutlingen 
- my boys are completely enthralled with 
their mobile hunting hide! Please find 
attached the promised photographs of my 
father-in-law with the results of the hunt.

Dr. Thomas Berg
Apfelmanufaktur & Lohnmosterei
Linumer Landhof
Regine Scholz-Berg
Nauener Straße 50
16833 Linum
http://www.linumer-landhof.de

Mrs B.  - 97499 Donnersdorf 
- The mobile hunting hide enab-
les me to protect our fields more 
effectively and on my own. (Our 
30th female hunter)

Hans B. - 97499 Donnersdorf - I had no 
trouble deploying the hunting hide in 
our forest hunting ground with my Quad. 
Everything works so easily and simply just 
as you demonstrated.

Jagd und Naturschutzzentrum Wie-
sensteig - 73349 Wiesensteig 
- We recently picked up our third 
hide. The new hide is of caravan 
quality, offers greatly improved 
protection from the wind and is therefore warmer. Our 
trainee hunters have been praising your mobile hide for the 
last three years.

Ulrike Albert - 97424 Schweinfurt - my wife acquired the first 
hide, ....we are delighted with the methodically considered 
design.  Waffen-Albert GmbH - 
Jagdschule - 97424 Schweinfurt

Jagdschulen Jagen Lernen JL GmbH - 
66919 Herschberg 
- We have acquired a genuine mobile 
hunting hide for our hunting school from 
Mr Röck. The creak-free workmanship 
of the chassis and the ergonomics of the 
superstructure is perfect for hunting.

Daniel Gerber CH
As a passionate hunter I successfully lead a small 
but experienced Meute in black, game and drive 
hunts in forest hunting grounds, maize and 
reeds. Besides my Meute I am also accompanied 
by my Hanoverian Hound dog. I would be happy 
to loan you my dogs for your planned driven hunts. Further 
information can be found under hunting service.
Daniel Gerber 
http://www.stoeberhunde.ch



One saying goes: “A hunter is not made by shooting 
alone”. Because hunting consists of a great deal more, 
from caring for the woodlands to the butchering of the 
hunted prey. Whether intended for personal use or for 
sale, hygiene is of the utmost importance when porti-
oning the meat. A Lava vacuum appliance protects the 
meat from damp and infestation of micro-organisms 

using a high-quality professional pump and technically 
superior components. This extends the shelf life in a na-
tural way. The vacuum therefore protects the taste of the 
game for up to 3 years, even in a deep freeze. This eli-
minates any stress prior to holidays or peak times when 
game dishes are particularly popular with customers.

… so that the meat 
         stays delicious longer

Vacuum appliances from La.va
Now available from us!

A purchase for life! 

The professional vacuum appliance V.100® Premium with a 

welding track length of 340 mm particu-

larly sets itself apart 

through its double 

weld seam and the 

new standard LCS 

and LTP systems, 

only available from 

Lava. 

Besides bags and endless rolls the appliance can be 

fitted with suitable accessories to vacuum pack con-

tainers, dishes, cans, pots, bottles and glass jars. The 

V.100 Premium is operated manually and the welding 

process is initiated by simply pushing the “Seal” but-

ton. The maximum vacuum generated by the new 2014 

model premium pump is up to -0.94 bar. Like all of the 

other Lava Professional vacuum appliances this unit 

excels through its particularly easy operation.

Vakuumiergerät V.100® Premium
Technical considerations: With a double weld seam 

and LCS & LTP systems



Our Mobijagd…
… with the highest 
recommendations from …

THE BEST SELLER (the best-selling vacuum appliance!)

The Professional vacuum appliance V.300® Premium with a 

welding track length of 340 mm sets itself apart in particularly 

through its double weld seam and new standard LCS and LTP 

systems. Besides vacuum bags and endless rolls the appliance 

can be fitted with suitable accessories to vacuum pack contai-

ners, cans, pots, bottles as well as preserving jars and twist-off 

jars. Deserving a special mention is the precise manometer 

system, the fully automatic process and the maximum attaina-

ble vacuum of -0.94 bar, made possible by the new 2016 model 

premium pump. There is also the L+ pressure regulation system 

for delicate products which comes as standard with the V.300 

Premium. The vacuum appliance V.300 premium is used in the 

household, food industry and small business sectors and also 

for industrial applications.

Vakuumiergerät V.300® Premium
With a double weld seam and LCS® &LTP® systems 

At Lava inclusive: Removable fluid separator (effective 

against liquids, particles and dust). 



www.lockenrock.de

Tel +49 (0) 75 81 / 52 79 - 14
Fax +49 (0) 75 81 / 52 79 - 15

Udo Röck GmbH
Mackstraße 116
88348 Bad Saulgau

info@udoroeck.de
udo.roeck@udoroeck.de
www.udoroeck.de

Inventions from Udo Röck

www.MobiJagd.de

www.mobijagd.de

www.sacktonne.de

www.spanngurtfix.de

www.heutoy.de

?


